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MORREY SPACE

CRISTINA T. ZORKO

ABSTRACT. For 1 < p < oo, H an open and bounded subset of fin, and a

nonincreasing and nonnegative function tp defined in (0,pn], Po = diamQ, we

introduce the space .M^, 0(H) of locally integrable functions satisfying

inf
cec

{ f I/O) - c\pdx\< A\B(xo,p)\^{p)
<B(x0,p)nn

for every loEfl and 0 < p < po, where \B(xo,p)\ denotes the volume of the

ball centered in xq and radius p. The constant A > 0 does not depend on

B(x0,p).

(i) We list some results on the structure, regularity, and density properties

of the space so defined.

(ii) M* 0 is represented as the dual of an atomic space.

Given an open and bounded subset fi of Rn, let po = diamfi, 0 < A < n,

1 < p < oo. We denote by Lp,A(fi) the space introduced by Morrey of locally

integrable functions f(x) for which there is a constant A = A(f) > 0, such that

(i) /      i/(*rdx<ApA
JB(xo,p)nQ

for every xn G fi, and 0 < p < po, where B(xr,,p) — {x G Rn/\x - £n| < p}.

More generally, given k > 0, we say that f(x) belongs to ££' (fi) if there is a

constant A > 0 such that for every in £ fi, and 0 < p < po we have

(2) inf  (/ \f(x)-P(x)\"dx\<Ap\
p£pk [JB(x0,p)nQ )

where Pk is the class of polynomials of degree < k.

We observe that Lp'°(fi) describes Lp(fi) and that £.Q'n(Q) is a slightly more

restricted version of BMO, the space of functions of bounded mean oscillation.

More generally, we can replace the second member in (1) by \B(xr},p)\<pp(p),

where | | denotes the Lebesgue measure and <p is a function from (0, po] into [0, oo).

Let Mp(fi) be the space so defined. In the same way, using (2) we define the space

Condition (1) is obtained with <p{t) = f(A_n)/p. So the Morrey space is related

to some nonincreasing function <p(t) such that f(t) —> oo when t —> 0. This is the

kind of functions we will consider here.

Let us set

11/11 = ||/||LP(n)+jnfc¿1/p.
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This is a norm in Mp fe(fi) and in Mp(fi), so we get a Banach space.

Though Rn is not bounded, in the same manner we can define Mp(Rn) and

MPpk{Rn). In this case we use Mp and M£, fc.

We list some results on the structure, regularity, and density properties of the

generalized Morrey space.

PROPOSITION 1. Let fi be an open and bounded subset of Rn. Suppose that

there exists a constant B > 0 such that

\il n B(x0,p)\ > Btpn    for all x0 G fi, p < po-

Let tp(t) satisfy the following conditions:

(i) There is 0 < D < 1 such that <p(2t) < Dtp(t) forO<t<p0.

(ii) tp(t) is nonincreasing and tnfp(t) is nondecreasing.

Then, Mp(fi) and Mp k{ft) describe the same space.

PROOF. This result has been proved by Campanato [2] when tp(t) - f.(A~n)/p,

0 < A < n. The same proof applies in the general situation with minor changes.

Condition 0 < D < 1 imposed in (i) implies that <p(t) cannot be a constant

function. In fact, in that case (1) would mean that f(x) belongs to L°°(fi) which

is not true for every function in BMO.

Functions in Mp(fi) can be trivially extended to Rn.

PROPOSITION 2. We suppose that tn<pp(t) is nondecreasing in (0,oo). Then,

given f(x) G Mp(fi), its extension f*(x) defined as zero outside fi belongs to Mp.

PROOF. It is simple. For xn G Rn and p > 0 it suffices to consider several cases:

whether xq belongs to fi or not and p < po or not.

This result is also true for the space M^ k and includes the case <p(t) = f(A-n)/p

for A > 0.
We can deduce that the definition of BMO as ¿^'"(fi) is more restricted than the

definition given in [3]. In fact, function logr. belongs to BMO(i2+) but its extension

as zero for t < 0 does not belong to BMO.

From the estimate obtained by John and Nirenberg in [3] for the distribution

function in BMO, we deduce that when A = n and k = 0, condition (2) is satisfied

independently of the exponent p which we have used. This is no longer true for

0 < A < n, because as was proved in [1], we can get functions in Mp(fi) with a

distribution function arbitrarily large.

Functions in Mp(fi) cannot be approximated by functions in C°°(fi), nor even

by continuous functions. In fact, we find a simple example in Lp'A(fi), 0 < A < n :

for xo £ fi and pi < po such that B(xn, p\) C fi, if we define

fxo(x) = \x-x0\{x-n)/p,     XGfi,

then we obtain
||/-Ä|| >2-p-1|Sn-1|

for any continuous function h(x) in fi, where 5n_1 = {x G it"/|x| = 1}.  To see

this it suffices to find 0 < p < pi such that

f \fX0(x)-h(x)\"dx>2-i>-1\Sn-1\px.
JB(xo,p)
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If M = supxeB(x0iPl) \h{x)\p, then

/ \fXo{x)-h{x)\pdx>2~p ( \fXo(x)\pdx- f \h(x)\pdx
JB(Xo,p) JB(x0,p) Jb(Xq,p)

> 2-p|Sn-x|pA - M\Sn~l\pn = |5n-1|pA(2_p - Mpn~x).

Then it suffices to take 0 < p < pi such that (2~p - Mpn~x) > 2~p-1.

The situation changes when we consider the following subset of Mp:

Mvp = {f G Mp such that ||/(x - y) - f{x)\\ -> 0 when y -* 0}.

We have

PROPOSITION 3. Let <p(t) be nonincreasing such that tn<pp(t) is nondecreasing.

Let ip{x) G C°°{Rn) be supported in 5(0,1), ¡ip{x)dx = 1, 0 < ip{x) < 1, and

ipj(x) = jnx¡j(jx). Then

(i) // f(x) G Mv, f * tpj(x) —> f(x) in the Mp norm as j —*• oo.

(ii) If f(x) can be approximated by functions in C¿, then f(x) G M^.

Proof, (i) for p> 0, e > 0

[/.

ll/p

\f*^3{x)-f(x)\pdx

i/p

B(xo,p)

<\f 1>j(v)dy f \f(x-y)-f(x)\pdx
[_J\y\<i/j JB(Xo,p)

<e\\f\\pn,Mp)     if i is large.

(ii) Let p > 0, xo G Rn, £ > 0.  Let g{x) G C¿{Rn) such that ||/ - g\\ < e/3.

Then

(*)
B(x0,p)

-I 1/P

\f(x-y)-f{x)\pdx\       < / \f(x-y)-g(x-y)\pdx
JB(xop)

+ LB(x0,p)

H*op)

g(x)-f(x)\pdx

ni/p

[/.

li/p

1/ \g{x - y) - g{x)\p dx
'B(x0,p)

< c2e/3pn/p<p{p)
J B\

\g(x - y) - g{x)\p dx
'B(x0,p)

Let d > 1 such that supp(<?) C B(0, d — 1). If we take \y\ < 1, then

< c2£/3p"/p^(p) + \y\ WVglUB&d)^

i/p

(*)
< c2£/3p"/v(p) + JL\\vg\\00c'(r'W>i)-
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For p> d, since tn<pp(t) is nondecreasing, it suffices to take

L.. < jrtíQf/3
'    '-   llVgllooC'-

If p < d, since (p(t) is nonincreasing, we get

< c2e/3pn'*<p(p) + |y| HVylloop"/"

< c2eßpn<Wp) + i||Vff||ooCyi/'W)

as in the other case.

Proposition 3 is also true if we replace Rn for any fi C Rn, open and bounded.

Description of At^o as a dual space. Fefferman and Stein have characterized

BMO as the dual of the Hardy space H1. Mp0 can also be viewed as the dual of

an "atomic" space.

For 1 < p < oo, and B(xq,p), we define Ap¿f » as the set of functions a(x)

such that

(i) supp(a) C B(x0,p),

(ii) f a(x)dx = 0,

(iii) ||a||p < l/\B(x0,p)\1/q<p(p), l/p + l/q = l.

Let A™ = \Jb(Xo,p) Ab%o,pY We define ^"'^ M the set of mnctions /(*) such

that /(x) = J2i>o ^iO-i{x) m the sense of distributions, where A¿ G R, o¿(x) G Ap,<p,

and E¿>olA«l <œ
We define a norm in Hp''p

II/Hhw =inf |X>i

Infimum if taken over all atomic decompositions of /.

In this section we only consider real valued functions.

PROPOSITION 4. Let 1 < p < oo, l/p+ l/<? = 1. If <p(t) is nonincreasing and

tn<pq(t) is nondecreasing, then i/p'^ is a Banach space.

PROOF. Clearly || \\hp.v defines a norm in Hp<f. We must only see that Hp'f

is complete.

If {/„} is a Cauchy sequence, we can choose a subsequence {/„,,} such that

\\fnk-fnk_A\H*.*<2-k. We define

/ — /ni T / \Jnk       Jnk-ii-

k>2

Let fnie — /nfc_, = X)t>o ^iai ^e tne atomic decomposition such that

DA*I^H/«*-/«*-xlltf'-+2-fc.
¿>o

Then J2k>o 1l,í>o \^i\ < °° and we have a decomposition for /, except the series

converges in the r7p,<p norm. But this convergence also takes place in the sense of

distributions.
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If ip is a testing function supported in B(xx,px) and o is an atom, we have

/ a[x)ip[x) dx
1

\B(x,p)\V*tp(p)
| f \tp{x)\"dx

JB(x,p)nB(Xl,Pl]

i/q

l)

If P < Pi, then ip(p) > <p(pi) and

1/a(x)i/>(x) dx <
1

\B(x,p)\i/*<p(pi)

If p > p!, then Pi7V(Pi) < Pn/(,iP(p) and

1

,|ß(z,p)|1/9 ll^lloo
£>(Pl)'

/
a(x)tp(x) dx < \B(x,Pl)\^ =

<p{pi)\B(x,Pl)\VMpi)

Then, the result follows for any g(x) G Hp',p.

Consequently, since /„ converges to f G Hp,,p Proposition 4 is proved.

Finally, we have the following duality result.

PROPOSITION  5.   Let <p(t) > 0, 1 < p < oo, and 1/p + í/q = 1.   For any

L G {H™)* there exists g G AÇj0 such that if h(x) G Hp>*> we have

L(h) —  I g(x)h(x)dx.

Moreover, if f G -M^,o and/i G iz"p'*3, then J f(x)h(x) dx is an element of (Hp,,p)*.

PROOF. The last statement is simple. For / G M^ 0 and a an atom of Ap¿?    »

we have

/ a{x)f{x) dx=     a{x){f{x) - c{x0, p)) dx,

where c(xo,p) is the constant for which the infimum in (2) is attained. Then

f a(x)f(x) dx < \\a\\p I f |/(x) - c(x0, p)\q dx j
J \Jb(x0,p) )

Sil(i^»ll/IIIB(I0'',)I',V('')HI/I1'

For any h G Hp,,p the affirmation follows immediately.

To prove the other statement we see first of all that {Hp,'p)* C ¿foe-

Let L G (Hp'ip)*. Let Bk be an increasing sequence of balls which cover Rn. Let

Tfc be the restriction operator from Rn to Bk. Then LoTk belongs to (Lq(Biç))*,

where Lg(Sfc) denotes the subspace of Lp(Bk) of functions having mean value zero.

In fact, if/GLg(ßfc), then

|L(/)| < ||£||(h>.*)-II/Hhp.* < \\L\\{H^y\\f\\p\B(x0,p)\^tp(p).

Since (Lg(ßfc))* = L^(Bk)/C{Bk) [C{Bk) is the space of the functions that are

constant on Bk) there exists gk G Lq{Bk) such that

L(f) = J f(x)gk(x)dx.
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Since the Bk are increasing we have Tk(gk+i) = gk. This implies the existence of a

function g G Lqoc.

Now, we must prove that if g G Lqoc is in (iïp'lP)*, then g belongs to M^i0- To

see this, we use a constant c(xo,p) for which

|{x G B(xQ,p)/g(x) < c(xo,p)}| < l/2|ß(x0,p)|,

|{x G B(x0,p)/g(x) > c(x0,p)}\ > l/2\B(x0,p)\,

and suppose without loss of generality that

/.B(x0,p)ri{g(x)>c(x0,p)}

|g(x)-c(x0,p)|9dx

Jb
\g{x) -c{x0,p)\qdx.

I B(Xo,p)n{g(X)<c(Xo,p)}

To simplify, we denote A — B(xo,p) n {g{x) > c(xo, p)} and B = B{xr¡, p) n {g{x) <

c(x0,p)}.

We define an atom a(x) supported in B(xq,p) so

a(x) = [g(x) - c(xo,p)]q~1    for x in A,        a(x) = C     mB(xo,p)\A,

where C is a constant chosen so that the mean value of o(x) over B(xo,p) is zero.

We have

[ \g(x)-c{x0,p)\qdx<2 f \g{x) - c{x0,p)\q dx
Jb(Xo,p) Ja

= 2     (g(x) - c{x0, p))a(x) dx

<2     g(x)a(x)dx < 2||sf||(HP.*>)«||a||H«>.»'-

Now,

IIoIIhp.^ < ||a||p|£(x0,P)\1/q<p{p)

<|ß(x0,p)b(p)
\\B{xo

l—T\ f\<
'o,p)| J

ii/p
x)|pdx

£ |B(* ")lvM [irâ L|9(I) - *»• p>,""l> iz+mh>¡ S.CP HI/P '

But

\B(x0
1 f Cpdx<\\B\-' [
■o,p)\ Jb L Je

Ißl"1 /   Cdx
'b

\\~l f \g(x)-c(x0,p)\q-1dx
Ja

<\B\~l j \g{x)-c{xr,,p)\qdx.

Hence

IIoUhp.»' < \B{xo,p)\tp{p)
[\B{x0

1 /• 11/p
-g /   |ff(x)-c(x0,p)|9dx
'o,P)\Ja
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Then
1/9

<e\Blxo,-p)\1/9v{p).

So, Proposition 5 is proved.
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\g(x) -c(x0,p)\qdx


